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AUDIO LINE TERMINATION

INTRODUCTION

Audio progranune signals are distributed from Studio Centres by Music
Unes> l»e* circuits wltb a bandwidth of 50Hz — lOkHz or higher* If the
circuit leaves BBC premises It will be handled by British Telecom (GPO),

even If It eventually arrives at another BBC site* This Information sheet

outlines the apparatus normally found on the sending and receiving ends

of such circuits, and the monitoring arrangements.
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The purpose of the send chain Is to feed sufficient power Into the
line to enable the receiving end to recover the programme satlsfae-

torlly*

Line Send Amp; Will have:

a* a high Input Impedance to avoid loading the programme source,

b* standard output Impedance (usually 600Q) to allow It to be

matched to the line,

c* standard gain of +10dB*

Masking Pad: A pluggable attenuator to adjust the level on the line

to that permitted by British Telecom* It also masks the monitoring

point from the line*

Rep* Coll: to maintain the balance of the line and Isolate DC faults

between the line and apparatus*

U Link: to allow the line to be disconnected for tests or fault

finding* It Is the Interface between British Telecom and BBC*
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The receiving chain takes the signal from the line and corrects
the inevitable losses of level and frequency response,

1, U Link - interface and isolation-

Rep Coil - balance and DC isolation.
Equaliser - a passive circuit with complementary loss to the
line. It is adjusted to give a flat frequency response to the
signal albeit at low level.
Attenuator - set up to reduce the equaliser output to a

standard level usually 45dB below zero level.

Line Receiving Amp -

a. high input impedance

b. standard gain of 45dB to restore signal to zero level
c. low output impedance to feed a number of destinations.

MONITORING

The sending and receiving chains need to be monitored to check
their performance. Two types of monitoring are provided.
1. "Check Monitoring" to confirm that a signal is or is not on

the line. This should be as near as possible to the U Link
without endangering the line, i.e. the BBC side of the Rep

Coil in each case.

Quality Monitoring, as its name implies, should be at the
nearest point to the line where the signal ought to be normal
quality and level.

2.
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The Quality Monitoring points are:

a. on the Send Chain, before the masking pad where the signal is a

known lOdB high, and isolated from the line. It is monitoree4
via a lOdB pad,

b. On the Receiving Chain, at the output of the Receiving Amp.
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